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§ 1. Introduction. 

In the theory of the origin of the elements by Gamow, Alpher, and colabo
rators1), primordial matter (ylem) of the universe, which afterwards has been 
cooled down owing to the expansion of the universe and has formed the elements 
through nuclear reactions such as radiative capture and beta-decays, is assumed 
to consist solely of neutrons. At early stages, however, of high temperatures 
(kT?:,mc, m being the electron m:lss) in the expanding universe before the 
formation of the elements, induced beta-processes caused by energetic electrons, 
positrons, neutrinos and antineutrinos, in addition to the natural decay of neutrons, 
such as 

tl+e+ ~p+aJ), (Ia) 

1l + J) !-== p+e-, (Ib) 

n ~ p+e-+aJJ, (Ic) 

must have proceeded, their rates being faster at higher temperatures, and had a 
effect on the proton-neutron concentration ratio. At still higher temperatures 
kT ?:,,K (p is the mesons' mass), where large number of mesons are expected to 
be in existence, n-p conversion process induced by mesons would have been much 
more rapid owing to their stronger interactions with nucleons· than the processes 
induced by light particles. Consequently, the n-p ratio must have been determined 
by the rates of such processes and those of changes in temperature and density 
in the universe resulting from its expansion. 

We shall, be based 011 the relativistic theory of the expanding universe, which 
are shown by G . .lmow as having a possibility to explain the origins both of the 
elements and the galactic nebulae.1) ,5) Then, the expansion and contraction rates 
of the universe at the stages of high compression are given by2l 

~~ dl = +(~G )l I dt ~. 3 P , (2) 

where t is an arbitrary proper length of a volume containing a given amount of 
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Proton-Neutron Concentration Ratio in tlte Expalldillg Ulliverse 22.5 

matter and p the total mass density. We restrict ourselves in the case where 
radiational mass density is greater than material one, 

(3) 

which is satisfied if pm <1 g/cm3 at T= 1090K, including the case of Gamow and 
Alpher where the temperature and material density at the beginning of the 
elements formation are given by T-1090K and Pm= 10-&......, lO-s g/cm3 • In this 
case, conservations of energy and matter give for the variations of tem,Jerature 
and material· density, for kT<Mc(M being the nucleon mass), 

(4) 

We shall study the changes in the concentrations of proton, neutron, electron, 
positron, photon, neutrino, and antineutrino, which are all assumed to be free, in 
conditions of varying temperature and density which are determined macros
copically by Eqs. (2) and (4). It must be noticed that, when we consider a 
volume containing a given mass of matter in the universe which is isotropic and 
homogeneous, numbers of neutrinos and anti neutrinos which are missed through 
the bo:.mdaries are just gained from the surroundings, and then we must take 
into account their effects on the beta-processes and on the statistics of all the 
particles in the case of equilibrium. 

In § 2, rates of reactions between those particles at constant temperature and 
density are studied and it is shown that, except for the beta-processes, they are 
very fast compared with the rates of the temperature change of the universe. 
Accordingly, these particles, for instance electron pairs, can be treated as in 
thermodynamical equilibrium with radiations. In § 3, rates of beta-processes are 
calculated, and in § 4 we obtain equations which determine the conce!ltrations of 
neutron, proton, neutrino, and anti neutrino, taking into account the contraction 
or expansion of the universe. These equations are reduced to a simple form due 
to a circumstance that concentrations of neutrinos are m'.Ich larger than that of 
nucleons in the condition (3), in § 5. At temperatures higher than about 2 X 10100K 

thermodynamical equilibrium is being continually established, but at lower tem'Jer
atures induced beta-processes are largely reduced owing to lack of energetic light 
particles and there occurs a time lag in the ll-P ratio departing from its equili
brium value, or, in other words, 11-/ ratio becomes "frozen" when the expansion 
of the universe becomes faster than the beta-processes. The numerical results 
show that, for the universe satisfying the condition (3), 11-1 ratio at the beginning 
of the elements formation is nearly 1; 4 almost irrespective of its initial values 
as long as initial temperatures are so high (T2;2 X 10100K) that equilibril.m has 
once been attained. Further rem:lrks are discussed in § 6. 

§ 2. Rates of Processes at High Temperatures. 

Reactions between nucleons, electrons, photons, and neutrinos proceed ill the 
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226 C. HAYASHI. 

direction to approach the statistical equilibrium. For the sake of simplicity these 
particles are all assumed to be free. vVe compare rates of processes (Coulomb-, 
Compton-, and nuclear scatterings, pair creations, etc.) at constant temperature 
and density with that of the temperature change in the universe which is given 
by Eq. (2). The latter is conveniently characterized by the time during which 
the temperature changes by its order of magnitude. Putting in Eq. (2) p=aT4/c, 
we have 

(5) 

In the following we consider the case where the temperature is not so high 
as to allow of the existence of mesons but is higher than that at the time of the 
elements formation, i. e., 1012> T> 5 X 108°K. An average life of anyone particle 
for a single collision or reaction with other particles having concentration n1 is 
given by 1/vf1ft" where v is the relative velocity corresponding to the temperature 
and f1 is the cross section. Such lives for nuclear scattering between nucleons, 
for Coulomb scattering between charged particles, and for electromagnetic processes 
such as Compton scattering and pair creation between photons and electron pairs 
are found to be 'much shorter than .7' in the above temperature range and in the 
universe in which condition (3) is satisfied as long as Pm is greater than lO-lOg/cm3 

at T= 1O!l°K. Consequently, we can consider that these particles and photons 
obey the Maxwell's and Planck's distribution laws at temperature T, respectively, 
and are in thermodynamical equilibrium with each other, apart from the concentra
tions of neutron and proton and the energy distributions and concentrations of 
neutrino and anti neutrino, which are controlled by beta-processes having much 
sm3.11er cross sections. 

As an important example the rate of reactions between photons and electron 
pairs is shown below. At such high temperatures electron pairs are found to be 
created exclusively by two quanta collisions 

hli+hll _ e+ +e-. 

The number of pairs created per cm3 per sec is given by 

dllpa'r=~fJd!Jd!J' J'"Sdlidli,B(li) B(li') sin2 ¢ (/(hli+li/! sin L), 
dt 2c hli hli 2 2 

B(lJ) =2hv~c-2(e"./k2'-1)-I, (/(hli)=2:'Z'(~)2 (20C-2+20C-4 

me-

_OC-6 _SC-3 _ SC-5 ), C hli • 0 =-.=cosn , 
mc· 

S=sinhO. 

where !J is a solid angle, ¢ is the angle between the directions of propagation 
of the two quanta, and (/ is the cross section obtained by Breit and Wheeler.3) 
After elementary calculations we have 
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( 2)3 8~3 ~ e-2mc '/A:7', (kT ~me2), 
d. ( e2 )2( kT )6 kT _!!J.Jldr =- ~e . --.- -- X 
dt - mc- he 8 6 (mc)2( 2kT) • 

9~ kT log me2 -1 ,(kT;t>1Ite-). 

(6) 

The order of magnitude of the time required to attain equilibrium is given by 

l11ktl ... eg / ~;Pa1", where 111""'" eq is the number of pairs in equilibrium which is given 

by Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) below, and this is found to be much smaller than 'T 
of the universe. Thus, electron pairs are continually in equilibrium with radia
tions, following the change in temperature without any time lag. 

Numbers of electrons and positrons per cm3 are given by the theory of 

statistics as 

(7) 

where 

~i [(2:ye-X{1+4)'t~z 1 +"'}'.(Z7>l), 
K .. (z) = _._e! .... iH~1)(iz) = 

2 _1_{(1l-1)!_(n-2)! + ... } (z~l), 
2 (z/2) " (x/2)" 2 ' 

z=me2/kT, (8) 

and A is determined by the condition that the total charges are zero, i.e., 
n.--n.+=np, n1' being the number of protons per cma, 

In our case A is found to be very small compared with unity, confirming that 
degeneracies of electrons and positrons can be neglected. 

§ 3. Rates of Beta-processes. 

According to the Fermi's theory of beta-decay, processes, which change 
neutrons to protons and vice versa and are energetically J?ossible, are given by 
(la), (1 b), and (Ic). In the following, energy distributions of neutrinos and 
antineutrinos are assumed to obey the Maxwell's la\,', apart from their concentra
tions, for the following reasons: at temperatures higher than 10120K they will be 
in thermodynamical equilibrium through rapid processes involving the mesons; 
in view of their motions in the expanding universe given. by the theory of 
relativity,2) they obey the Maxwell's law continually if they do initially and their 
numbers do not change in course of time; and in our case numbers of neutrinos 
and anti neutrinos can be considered as much larger than that of nucleons, as 
shown later. Then, their energy distributions are expressed as 
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228 C. HAYASHI. 

(10) 

where 11" and 1Iall are their numbers per cm" and their rest mass is assumed to 
be zero. 

Numbers of reactions per cm:! per sec in the leftward and rightward processes 
in CIa); (Ib); and (Ic) can be written as Anpl1,,", A'n.,.u.+; Bnpn.-, B'IZ"U,,; 
and Cu1,u.-uall • C'n". respectively. In particular C' is the decay constant of the 
neutron. Allpll,," can be calculated in the following way.4l The probability that 
an antineutrino of energy E is captured by protons per sec. is given by 

'Wall(E) =(~llp/2r.:n.~C1)Cp+E+, E+ = (m2c4 +cp~)!=E-Q, 

Q = M,.t! -1'rlpc2 , 

(lla) 

(12) 

where g is the Fermi's interaction constant and E+ is the energy of the emitted 
positron. Then, we have 

(13a) 

where lI"lI(E) is given by Eq. (10). For A'Il .. n.+ we have in the same way, 

'Wc+(E) = (g21Z .. /21r1t4(,3)E,,;, E",,=E+ Q, 

A1n .. u6 +=J'" w.+(E) 1t.+ (E)dE, 
me' 

(lla') 

(13a') 

where 1l.+(E) is given by Eq. (7). In the same way we obtain Band B', 
'W.-(E)=(~np/21r1i.4c3)E~2, ElI=E-Q. (lIb) 

B11pne- = J:Wt -(E)11e-(E)dE; 

w,,(E) = (g2n .. /2r.:n.4c)cp_E_, E_=E + Q, 

B'nnn,,=JcowlI (E)ltll(E)dE. 
o . 

(13b) 

(lIb') 

(13b') 

To calculate C and C' we consider antineutrinos as holes in the negative 
energy states of neutrino, 

n+SI* ~ p+e-, 

where asterisk denotes negative energy states. The· probability that an electron 
of energy E is captured by protons per sec is given by 

(llc) 

E"""=-E,,.=E-Q<O, 

where the last factor in 'W.-(E) means the probability that the state with negative 
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Proton-Netttron Concentration Ratio in tIle E%panding Uuiverse 229 

energy E~* is vacant, i. e., anti
neutrino of positive energy Ea~ is 
present. Then, we have 

Cnpn.-lla~= fQ 'W.- (E)ll.- (E) dE . J mel 

(13c) 

C' for the reverse process can be 
obtained from C by the principle 
of detailed balancing, but we 
have directly 

6 

4 

2 

'ZO~*(E*) = (g2n • ./27rn,4c)epJ!_'-, ob-------~~----------~~------~ 
E_=Q+E*=Q-Ea~, (Uc') 

C'nll = J:.c • .:g_*(E*) (87r/h3e3) 

(13c') 
..,4 

where (87r/lh3)E*2 is the density 
of the negative energy states E*. 

Accordingly, we obtain A, 
A', etc. as functions of temperature only, 

A- 1 1 (fZC)3 1 -fJ" ( ) 
-~ &r kT T e a % , 

-1.0 0.0 

Fig. 1. 

B- 1 1 (fZC)3 1 -fJ"(l() B'=~ ~(he )3~/.l(X) . -To &r kT %2 f(2(%{ % , "0 87r kT 2 t' , 

C=~~(~)3 1 _1 (he)3 1 -'1 ,_ 1 . "0 87r kT x 2J4 (%) 87r kT T e 7, C -~r, 
where 

(14a) 

(14b) 

(l4c) 

q=Q/nzi!, "0=2~tl/g2n1'e4, (15) 

u(x)=S;-""lI(y+qYCf- 1)fYdy = 3f(1~X) + ~(%) +2q{3.K2Sx) + ~(,~) } 
1 . r % r % 

+ 2 .K2(~·) 
q X 

_{24X-5(1+ ~ q%+ 1~tr)-%-S(1+qx++t.t.·2)+ ... , (x-<l) 

(7r/2)f(q + 1)2.t.-~[z+ ... , (r~ 1) ; (16a) 

{24.~_5 (1 + ~ q:t: + 1\q2;r;2) - r-3 + .. ', 

(l(r) = J:-""lI { (y+q)2-l}!(y+q)y2d.r=, . '" (r-<l) 

2q(q2_1)!x-s + ... , (r~l)· (16b) 

1.0 
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230 C. HAYASHI 

r= J:(q-y)2(f- I )! ydy. (16c) 

When we put q = 2.5, r becomes 1.51. Values of a(z) and P(z) which are 
calculated for q=2.5 are shown in Fig. 1. 

§ 4. Reactions in the Expanding Universe. 

Changes in the concentrations of neutron, proton, neutrino, and anti neutrino 
in the contracting or expanding universe are given by the following equations. 
Here, we consider the two cases: 

(i) neutrinos and anti neutrinos are physically distinguishable, say by their 
magnetic moments, 

Oi) they are identical, say the form of the Hamiltonian for the beta-decay 
is symmetrical in neutrino and antineutrino. 
In the case 0) these equations are 

with two conditions 

(/l.,,+ 1lp)/p".= 1/ M, and (np+n.-na.)/ Pm=constant, 

where the relation between t and T is given by Eqs. (2) and (4). 
In the case (ii) they are 

(18.1) 

where upper and lower signs correspond to equations for 1tp and n., respectively, 
with a condition that 

(n" +np)/Pm= l/M. (18.2) 

Introducing non-dimensional variables 

(19) 

and using Eq. (7), above equations become, in the case (i) 

t'o ~ =a(z) { (l-y)e-1.-(l+y)z .. "e-g .. }+P(z){ (l-y)z.-(I+.r)e1.-g .. \ 

+r{ (l-y) -(l+.r)z .. "e1.-'1"'}, (20.1) 
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Proton-Nett/rOfl Concentratioll Ratio in the E%pandittg Universe 231 

z,,~-z'O= (y+l)/R +zc, (21.1) 

where z. is a constant which is determined by initial conditions, and in the case 

(ii) 

with 

"0 dy =a(z) I (l-y)e-J.- (1 +y)ze-q",} + P(%) { (l-y)a- (1 +JI)eJ.-g",} 
dt 

+ r{ (l-y) - (1 +y)zeJ.-g.t\, (20.2) 

}+r{ ... I, 

(22) 

which measures the ratio of concentrations of photon (or, as shown later, neutrino 
and anti neutrino) and nucleon, and is a very large constant for the universe 
satisfying the condition (3). It is shown in the next section that these somewhat 
complicated equations can be simplified substantially to a linear form. 

§ 5. Solutions for the N.P Ratio. 

First the equilibrium states are considered. If the change of temperature in 
the universe is much slower than the beta-processes considered above, energy 
distributions and concentrations of all the particles vary in accordance ,,-ith their 
equilibrium values corresponding to a temperature and density at each stage. In 
this case detailed balancings are always established in all the processes, and in 
particular curly brackets on the righthand sides of Eqs. (20.1) or (20.2) must 
all vanish simultaneously. Then, we have in the case (i) 

n .. / np-(l-y) / (1 + y) =~-Q/kT / a .. , 

(23.1) 

In view of the facts that in our case 0«1+y)/R<2/R~1 and that, in the hole 
theory of the neutrino, na .. is the number .of holes in the negative energy states, 
it will be natural to assume that z.",",O and to take a" .. "'"'z .. since =a .. and 2'~ can 
not be both smaller than unity. In such a case Eqs. (23.1) reduce to the following 
ones which are obtained in the case (ii) : 

n.'/lIp=(I-y)/(l+JI)=eJ.-Q/kT, and 2'=l. (23.2) 

In solving Eqs. (20.1) or (20.2) which are general as yet, we put ).=0 
since). is smaller than 2 x 10-4 at T = 1090K even if P ... is as large as 1 g/cma 

and much smaller at higher temperatures, as shown by Eq. (9), and further we 
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232 C. HAYASHI 

take z~=za~(=z) in the case (i) since they do not change appreciably after the 
equilibrium state has once been attained. as shown later. From these equations 
and Fig. 1 we see that times during which' Y and z change by their orders of 
magnitude at given high temperatures (x <1) are given by 

(24) 

respectively. At temperatJres where they are both smaller than "'1' given by Eq. 
(5). equilibrium states. which are considered above. will be attained immediately 
even if there are initially appreciable deviations from them. Such temperatures 
are given by 

(25) 

Further. at temperatures higher than 1012°K. Z will attain its equilibrium value 
mach faster through processes involving mesons which are in existence in much 
larger numbers (almost the same numbers as of photons) than nucleons. 

It is shown. as follows, that we can put z=1 (equilibrium value) throughout 
in solving Eqs. (20.1) or (20.2). Expanding J' and z in powers of 1/ R, 

y-yo+yl/R+Y2/R2+ ...• and z=zo+zl/R+Z2/K-+··· , (26) 

and equating the terms with same powers of 1/ R in Eqs. (20.1) or (20.2). we 
obtain first 

(27) 

Putting Zo= 1 further, we have 

"ot!Yo/dt=- {Yo-tanh (qx/2) 1(1 +e-g,,) (a+ P+ r), (28) 

"ot!z/dt= IYo-tanh(qx/2) Hl+e-gZ) X • {PI in the case (i), (29 1) 

(p-a-r), in the case (ii). (29.2) 

"ae!Yl/dt=-Yl(a+P+r) (l+e-gZ) +Zl{P(l-YO)- (a+r) (1+3'o)e-g",}, etc. (30) 

From these equations one can see that above expansions are good approximations in 
our case where R is a very large constant. This corresponds to a circumstance 
that numbers of neutrinos and antineutrinos. which are equal to that of photons 
in orders of magnitude in the case z= 1. are far greater than that of nucleons 
in the universe satisfying the condition (3). Accordingly, the n-p ratio is almost 
completely determined by Eq. (28) and there are no essential differences between 
the cases (i) and (ii). 

In order to obtain an accurate relation between t and x, we must include in 
the total mass density those contributions from neutrinos and electron pairs in 
addition to that from photons. They are given by, from Eqs. (10) and (7). as 

(31) 
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(32) 

where 

(33) 

Since ft-P ratio is mainly determined in the region .t: ~ I, we put in further 
calculations J(.t:) = I, and A = 0 as before. Then, the total mass density IS ex
pressed as 

p= (1 + 1') aT4/c, 

{
4X 90/,rI 

r~ 

~ X 90/n4 

From Eqs. (2) and (4) we obtain 

in the case (i), 

in the case (ii). 

(34) 

(35.1) 

(35.2) 

.1:2=1:".1, t ... =-}(~cS{ ~7r G; (l+r)} -!=6.6(I+r)-!sec. (36) 

Then, Eq. (28) becomes, omitting a suffix in y, 

dd
y =± 2t ... .t:(I+e-g .. ) (a(.t:) +(3(.1:)+r) (tanh Q2.t: -y),for t~O. (37) 
.t: T' 0 

Using a function with an arbitrary constant .1:0, 

f(.~) = (2tm/T'0) J:(1 + e-gZ)(r.t(.t:) + (3(.t:) + r).t:d.t:, 

general solutions of Eq. (37) are written as follows: 
in the case t<O, i. e., the universe being contracting, 

)'(.t:) y_ (.t:) + Ac/ ("> , 

Y _ (.t:) = eI(z>J~-/("> df(.t:) tan h q.t: d.t: 
.. d.t: 2' 

in the case t> 0, i. e., the universe being expanding, 

y(x) y+(.t:) + Be-/(,IJ>, 

y_ (.1:) =e-/(z>J:t/(z>d/j;) tanh ~ dx, 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

where A and B are arbitrary constants, and y_ and y+ are the particular solutions 
which are unity at infinity, tend to tanh (qx/2) as .t: approaches to zero, and are" 
finite everywhere. 

Numerical calculations are carried out by taking q=2.5 and '-0/r=30 min., 
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234 C. HAYASHI 

and using the value of r given by Eq. (35.2), there being no essential difference 
between using Eqs. (35.1) and (3.52) in view of the uncertainty in the value of 
"olr (decay life of neutron). The results are shown in Fig. 2 together with the 
equilibrium value Yeq=tanhCq%/2). In the region .%"$0.1, general solutions tend 
to JI- and Y+ rapidly, with a consequence that n-p ratio at lower temperatures in 
the case t> 0 are almost entirely independent of its initial values. With decreasing 
temperature the rate of induced beta-processes, i. e., a(.%") + P(%), is largely reduced 
owing to decreases in numbers of energetic electrons and neutrinos, and there 
occur departures in the n-p ratio from its equilibrium value C" freezing" sets in). 
The value of .%", where these deviations become appreciable, is roughly estimated 
by putting "11='2" where !"~ and '2' are given by Eqs. (24) and (6), and is found 
to be nearly 0.5. In the region .x>3, r becomes larger than a(.%") +P(.%") and 
natural decay of neutrons is the main process. 

l.a I 
0.8 

J' 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

-0. 2 

4 -0. 6 

,.......... tj=0.316 IB=o.OO4 "' ......... 
",-t I .' 
7." I I /7. 

". I • 

\. , I / \ I I A=-O.316 ----,... .~ i --- --- I ~ ---- ----
\ 

11 
I--"""" . 

\ Ii . I 

q 
iU 
W! 

I 

I 
I 

1 
I 

I B=-O.OO4 
I I 

5 -=- 4 2 1 0 1 3 4 5 

-10il -so 602.isec.) 100 

Fig. 2. n·t ratios as_functions of x=.mc2/kT and time t of the universe. Dotted line is 
equilibrium value: Y.q=tanh(qx/2), and broken curves show y_+Aef(z) and y+ + Be-/(:e) 

where Xo is taken as unity in Eq. (38). 

§ 6. Concluding Remarks. 

6 

In the universe in which Pr> pm and at high temperatures where elements 
are. not allowed to be in existence, the n-p ratio follows the curves shown in 
Fig. 2. It can be seen in particular that, if the existing laws of physics, micro
scopic and macroscopic, are valid at least up to temperatures -2 x 101ooK, the n-p 
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Proton-Neutr..on Concentration Ratio t'n lhe Expanding" U1tiverse 235 

ratio at the beginriing of the elements formation, i. e., at x;::::;l, is nearly 1: 4, 
whatever the physical conditions at higher temperatures, especially at the er;och 
1=0 when the universe is singular according to the current theory, may be. 

lt is known that at present hydrogen and helium together form about 97 
percent of all matter. If we assume that formation of nuclei heavier than He4 can be 
neglected, and that reactions involving beta-processes such as '11_P+e-, p+p_H2 

+e+, and H3_He3 +e-, which are much slower than other nuclear transmutations 
such as gamma-ray or particle emission unless material density is extremely low, are 
not effective during the formation process, He4 is built up from original neutrons 
and protons, after all, as 2n+2p-He4, whatever the routes of formation may be, 
for instance n+p_H2, H2 +H2_H3 +p, H 3 +H2_He4 +n, or rt+p_H2, H2 +1Z_H3, 
H 3+ p_He4• Consequently, the hydrogen-helium abundance ratio (in number) 
resulting from the initial n-p ratio 1: 4 becomes 6: 1, whereas recent observed 
values in stellar atmospheres and meteorites range from 5: 1 to 10: l. 

Under the original assumption of Gamow that "ylem" consists solely of 
neutrons, it is difficult to explain the fact that the building-up processes of the 
elements jump over the" crevasses" of unstable mass numbers 5 and 8, as shown 
by Fermi and Turkevitch.5l However, the existence of an appreciable amount of 
original protons may relieve this situation owing to increasing probabilities of 
capture bY light nuclei of proton, deuteron, triton, and helium nuclei, since the 
formation process is expected to begin at higher temperatures. Such a situation, 
together with the above conclusion on the hydrogen and helium abundances, 
seems to encourage further calculations on the formation of light elements, at 
least up to C12. In this connection, to treat the building-up processes at initial 
stages, especially formation of deuterons, more accurately, it will be necessary to 
take into account the effects of their reverse processes, for instance A z +ll-(A+l)z 
+ lw, caused by radiations having high concentrations at high temperatures. 

In conclusion, the author wishes to express his cordial thanks to Prof. H. 
Yukawa for his continual interests and advices, to Prof. G. Gamow for his kind 
suggestions and advices, and to Prof. Z. Shirogane for his continual encourage
ments. 
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